ABSTRACT

Aulianagara sepdianti , 2019 .The implementation of a model group investigation to develop the ability of the interpretation of information a student to lose their x at the concept of a disease caused the virus .Is guided by the h .Dadi setia adi, m.sc , ph.d . And Iwan setiawan kurniawan , s.pd . , m.pd .

The purpose of this research to obtain information about the ability to interpretation information through the application of group investigation model. The interpretation skills to information is controlled by students who study sciences , because interpretation pertaining to the understanding and the meaning of data or information .This research was done using a method of descriptive conducted in high school pasundan 2 bandung.The collection of data using a few aspects which is measured in this research which is the aspect of students ability in interpreting, information sheets of the observations of the activity of students and teachers in implementing lessons learned with the group investigation and response after participating in student learning group investigation.. Based on the research done after using a model group, investigation students ability in interpreting information increased by percent and average score 79,99.In this research proces included in the category of good students and response to the group investigation is positive.
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